
 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
Crown land roads are not always intended to be permanent.  While some Crown land roads are permanent, other 
roads are built for only short term use.  For example, new forestry roads are built each year to access new harvest 
blocks, while some existing forestry roads are decommissioned each year after regeneration work in the area is 
complete. 
 
Road decommissioning is distinguished from road abandonment.  Abandonment is a component of a use 
management strategy for a road (and associated water crossings) that has fulfilled its intended use for forest 
management purposes, and is no longer required for other resource management purposes.  Decommissioning 
means to retire, abandon, dismantle, or remove from active service, working order, or operation.  For roads or road 
networks identified for abandonment, the physical work that will be undertaken to render the road impassable to 
vehicular traffic, enhance public safety and reduce potential environmental damage (e.g., removal of a water 
crossing(s)). The roadway will degenerate over time.   
 
Decommissioned roads may be left unused and unattended for many years, then re-built and put back into service 
when they are needed again.  Re-commissioning can happen when the road is needed to access other harvest blocks 
or when the regenerated area is ready to harvest again.  Old forestry roads may be brought back into service for 
other purposes, such as cottage access roads, or as recreation trails between periods of road use.  The “re-
commissioning” of old roads should be an expected occurrence, since future harvests are an eventuality and old 
roads usually occupy the best road location. 
 
Road decommissioning is also distinguished from road closures and restrictions, which are described in PL 
10.02.04 Road Closures and Restrictions (Procedure).  Should include component of a use management strategy 
for a definition of what this manual considers as decommissioning road that has fulfilled its intended use, and is no 
longer required for other resource management purposes. Decommissioning is the physical work that will be 
undertaken to render the road impassable to vehicular traffic, enhance public safety and reduce potential 
environmental damage following the decision to abandon the road.  
 
 
2.0 PURPOSE 
 
This procedure provides guidance on the decommissioning of roads on Crown land.  
 
 
3.0 APPLICATION 
 
The procedure applies to all roads on Crown land, outside of provincial parks and conservation reserves. 
 
 
4.0 REASONS FOR DECOMMISSIONING 
 
A road cannot be decommissioned except in accordance with an approved use management strategy for a road or 
road network.  The usual reason for decommissioning is that a road is no longer needed by the party who is 
responsible for it and no other party is willing to assume responsibility for the road.  There are several other 
reasons that a use management strategy may call for road decommissioning including: 
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• land use planning decision (e.g. maintain remote access recreational values); 
• a water crossing is damaged or destroyed by an unplanned event (e.g. storm damage) and the party 

responsible for the road has no immediate reason to restore access (other than to complete proper 
remedial action to stabilize the site); or 

• resource management strategy (e.g. protect a resource from overuse). 
 
Consistent with PL 10.01.00 Use Management Strategies (Policy), use management strategies must be in 
conformity with land use planning direction for local Crown lands, forest and other resource management plans 
and the Class Environmental Assessment for MNR Resource Stewardship and Facility Development Projects.  This 
conformity helps to ensure that public input is considered in the decision to decommission a road and that the 
decision has regard for public safety and environmental integrity. 
 
 
5.0 CONSIDERATIONS ON DECOMMISSIONING METHODS 
 
Where a road is being decommissioned, water crossings that pose a potential threat to public safety, water quality 
or fish habitat are to be removed, while the roadbed may be left to deteriorate naturally.  In these situations, regard 
shall be had for the fisheries habitat provisions of the Fisheries Act and any MNR/DFO protocol thereof.  There is 
no need to render the roadbed unusable where there are no public safety or environmental hazards, unless this 
approach is being done in conjunction with a road closure.  Water crossings refer to structures that allow the road 
to cross a permanent or intermittent watercourse.  The term does not include cross drainage culverts that convey 
surface runoff from one side of the road to the other. 
 
The removal of a water crossing may necessitate the removal of other water crossings that are determined to pose a 
high risk to the environment or potential to be a significant safety hazard.  Where a road is being decommissioned 
to implement a road closure, obstacles may be built into the road or the roadbed may be destroyed as a deterrent to 
further road use.  
 
In circumstances where a road that has been closed under the Public Lands Act is no longer required, or will not 
be needed again for an extended period of time, road decommissioning is more effective at controlling access and 
less problematic than closure alone. In these circumstances, a decommissioned road in an area of Crown land 
designated in land use planning documents for remote access will usually also remain closed under the Public 
Lands Act to provide an enforcement remedy against offenders who attempt to continue to use the road. 
 
In addition to removing water crossing infrastructure, ditching, berming, scarification, tree planting and the 
placement of physical obstacles are all possible methods to deter continued road use.  To be effective, these 
techniques should be described as part of the original road design and the use management strategy for the road.  
The following are suggestions to make road closures more effective.  Note that some of these techniques may not 
be possible when decommissioning old roads, where success may rely more heavily on compliance efforts. 
 

• Multiple barriers are more successful than single barriers.  The number and difficulty of the barriers to be 
installed should reflect the attractiveness and sensitivity of the value being protected and the anticipated 
non-compliance efforts.  

• Use natural obstructions to their best advantage.  Along with various environmental considerations, water 
crossing locations should be selected for their difficulty to circumvent or ford after removal. 

• Where obstacles are used, make them impossible to move without heavy equipment, thereby limiting the 
opportunity for non compliance. 

 
The placement of physical obstacles on a road must not create a safety hazard.  Removal or destruction of the 
roadbed on the approach to the barrier can remove any associated safety hazards. 
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Well in advance of active road decommissioning, signs should be posted by the party responsible for the road 
advising the public of the decommissioning and its intended date.  These warnings should be placed at the start of 
the road and at any major intersections leading to it, to avoid road users arriving at a decommissioned road 
unexpectedly. Signing can be made a requirement of the forest management plan annual work schedule or a 
requirement of a memorandum of understanding, as the case may be.  The decommissioning of a major road may 
also require other forms of public notice, such as media bulletins. 
 
 
6.0 REFERENCES 
 

• PL 10.01.00 Use Management Strategies (Policy) 
• PL 10.02.00 Road Management and Responsibilities (Policy) 
• PL 10.02.04  Road Closures and Restrictions (Procedure) 
• Class Environmental Assessment for MNR Resource Stewardship and Facility Development Projects 

(MNR 2003) 


